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1
DAY
2
DAY

AGE 
9-11

BUST:	 72cms	 approx	28	3/8	”

WAIST:	 63cms	 approx	24	3/4	”

SKIRT LENGTH:	 86.5cms	 approx	34”

Fixings	 If handsewing, make eyelet holes with strong thread
14	 small	brass	eyelets	or

7	 brass	hooks	or

14	 brass	eyes	to	stitch	inside	bodice	for	more	discreet	lacing

Main	dress	fabric	 See introduction for ideas
3.25m outer fabric	 115cms/45”	wide

2.75m skirt lining	 115cms/45”	wide

Bodice	backing	fabric	 Calico, cotton or linen
50cm	 no	less	than	115cms/45”	wide

Bodice	lining	fabric	 Linen or cotton
50cm	 no	less	than	115cms/45”	wide

Boning	 Synthetic whalebone available from larger haberdashers or online
78cm	 for	centre	front	of	bodice	to	support	eyelets	and	lacing

56cm	 for	side	seams	(optional)

The	example	shown	was	made	of	red	shot	silk	taffeta	for	the	body,	
skirt	and	skirt	lining	with	white	linen	used	for	the	backing	and	the	
lining	of	the	body.

This	kirtle	has	been	made	to	fit	a	child	of	9-11	years	of	age	based	
on	industry	standards	for	the	age.	

You	will	need	approximately	two	full	days	to	make	this	garment	
and	the	following	fabrics.	*Fabric	cutting	lengths	are	exact.	If	extra	
length	is	required	meterage	will	need	adjusting.	

Materials	and	fixings
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We’ve	created	this	original	pattern	for	you	to	make	your	own	–	
it’s	easy!	Why	not	wear	your	kirtle	when	you	come	to	join	in	the	
celebrations	for	Henry	VIII’s	500th	anniversary	at	Hampton	
Court	Palace?

This	costume	is	inspired	by	a	variety	of	historical	sources,	
including	paintings	and	existing	examples	of	clothing	from	the	
16th	century.	The	pattern	is	intended	to	interpret	a	look	while	
being	simple	to	make.	

The	kirtle,	a	basic	item	of	16th	century	female	clothing,	has	a	close	
fitting	body	with	a	full	length	pleated	skirt.	The	pattern	was	
developed	to	fit	a	ten	year	old	child,	however	the	sleeveless	style	
and	front	opening	of	the	kirtle	means	that	it	could	fit	a	child	aged	
between	9-11	without	any	major	alterations.	

Guide	to	pieces

1: Front body	 Cut	2;	left	and	right	 from	main	(outer)	fabric

	 Cut	2;	left	and	right	 from	backing	fabric

	 Cut	2;	left	and	right	 from	lining	fabric

2: back body	 Cut	2;	left	and	right	 from	main	(outer)	fabric

	 Cut	2;	left	and	right	 from	backing	fabric

 Cut	2;	left	and	right	 from	lining	fabric

3: Front skirt	 Cut	1	on	fold	 	 in	main	(outer)	fabric

	 Cut	1	on	fold	 	 in	lining	fabric

4: Back skirt	 Cut	2;	left	and	right	 from	main	(outer)	fabric

	 Cut	2;	left	and	right	 from	lining	fabric

Front	body	

piece 1	

Back	body	

piece 2	

Front	skirt

piece 3 

Back	skirt

piece 4 

4	piece	pattern
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Cutting	out	main/outer	fabric

1: Cut front body piece (#1) in outer fabric two times.
2: Cut back body piece (#2) in outer fabric two times.
3: Cut front skirt panel (#3) in outer fabric once with CF(centre front) on fold
 Do not cut down the centre front. The centre front line must be positioned 
 on folded fabric to create complete front skirt panel.
4: Cut back skirt panel (#4) in outer fabric two times.	

Cutting	out	backing	fabric

5: Cut front body piece (#1) in a stout cotton or linen fabric two times.
6: Cut back body piece (#2) in a stout cotton or linen fabric two times.

Cutting	out	lining	fabric

7: Cut front body piece (#1) in lining fabric two times, having folded back 
 the extra seam allowance on the pattern paper meant for the outer fabric.
8: Cut back body piece (#2) in lining fabric two times.
9: Cut front skirt panel (#3) in lining fabric once with CF on fold.
 Do not cut down the centre front. The centre front line must be positioned 
 on folded fabric to create complete front skirt panel.
10: Cut back skirt panel (#4) in lining fabric two times.

Grain	line	is	parallel	to	
selvedge.	

Remember	to	reverse	each	
piece	to	get	both	left	and	
right.	

Snip	0.5cm	into	notches	
where	indicated	on	the	
pattern. 

selvedge/grain
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Assembling	the	skirt

 Creating the centre-front opening
11: Crease along CF of the front skirt panel and lining (#3) so that when 
 you open the folds and lay out the pieces you will easily see where the CF is. 
12: Place right side of outer fabric piece onto right side of lining piece 
 matching CFs.
13: Pin around this area and sew a tacking thread directly down the CF to 
 the end of the opening, length as indicated on the pattern piece.
 
14: Mark the 3mm seam allowance on both 
 sides of your tacking line.

15: Sew down, along seam allowance line, 
 around and back up opposite side using 
 very small stitches at the bottom of the 
 opening as you will be cutting in here. 
 (You may also go back and forth for a 
 few stitches.) If you are used to using fray 
 check, you may wish to use it here, but 
 this is not essential.

16: Cut down CF to end and into small 
 corners.

17: Turn right sides out and press.
18: Fold skirt panel in half along CF line with right sides in. You will now see 
 a tiny U shape at the bottom of the CF opening.
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19: Tack a small tuck at the base of 
 the opening. 

20: Sew by machine or hand. This	should	
	 secure	this	area	from	tearing	in	and	
	 also	close	the	small	U-shaped	gap.

 

 With right sides of fabric together
21: Sew together skirt front panel (#3) to back panels (#4).
22: Sew together CB (centre back) of skirt back panels.
23: Repeat for lining pieces. Now you should have two ‘rings’ of skirts, one within
  the other, joined only at the CF opening, with all seams concealed inside.

 Sewing the hem
 The hem is entirely ‘bagged out’ so that the seam allowances are concealed
  between the outer and lining layers. You will need to do this via the top 
 opening so that your finished CF won’t get in the way of turning the skirt 
 right side out.

24: Go between the layers from the top edge to access the hem and pull 
 through so that right sides of fabric are together.
25: Match up seams and pin.
26: Sew all the way round.
27: Press.
28: Turn back through.
29: Press again. Now you should have a finished bottom edge. (At any time you
  can take this hem up to shorten further by pressing up the finished edge and 
 hand-sewing to the lining only being careful not to sew through the top fabric.
  These stitches will not show from the outside.)

30: Match all pleat notches of outer and lining and pleat skirt. Pleats radiate from
  front to back. The side seam will be hidden inside a pleat.
31: Pin in place.
32: You may wish to sew the pleats in place so that you can remove the large
  number of pins and to ease pinning to body later. Set aside



Assembling	the	bodice

33: Mark all seam allowances on backing fabric and the wrong side of the lining.      
34: Back each front body piece (#1) and each back body piece (#2) 
 with backing fabric and pin in place. Treat as one.

 With right sides of fabric together
35: Sew together back seams.
36: Sew together side seams.
37: Sew together back shoulder seams making sure to leave seam allowance 
 unsewn at neck edge ie stop short of sewing all the way to neck edge.
38: Press open all seams.

39:(Optional) Use turned back seam allowance to create side seam boning 
 channels. Sew parallel to side seam creating a channel the width of your 
 boning plus 2 millimetres.

40: Sew along CF to secure backing to outer fabric.
41: Turn both seam allowances towards inside and press.
42: Use seam allowance to create two boning channels with a 1cm gap in 
 between for eyelets.

43: Tack layers together around armholes on 
 seam allowance line. Press in lightly.

Sewing	together	lining

	 Repeat steps 36 to 39
44: Press in seam allowances, lightly around armholes, so that you will be more
  able to turn this area in for finishing later.

Sewing	skirt	to	bodice

	 With right sides together
45: Sew skirt to bodice. Position CF of 
 bodice and CF of skirt at an angle 
 so that it hangs correctly when 
 turned down.

 After sewing make sure CFs of front 
 opening are of equal length. 

Assembly 6



46: Snip along seam allowance at waist. 

Boning	bodice

47: Cut boning a little shorter than finished boning channels.
48: Insert 2 in each front body (and 2 in each side seam-optional) making sure that 
 bones go between backing layers and not between outer and backing layer.
49: Sew boning channels shut 1.5cms from top edge.

Lining	bodice

50: Pin right side of lining to right side of bodice at top edge from CFs to shoulder 
 back seams leaving out seam allowances at shoulder back seams.
51: Sew together, leaving out seam allowances at shoulder back seams

  At neck corner it is helpful to reinforce 
 by using smaller stitches and/or sewing 
 back and forth. 
 

52: Pin and sew lining to back pieces leaving out seam allowances.
 Leaving out the seam allowances makes cutting back and turning easier 
 and less bulky.

53: Cut into neck corner.

Assembly 7



54: Trim back seam allowance of lining by half.
55: Trim away corners of seam allowance at shoulder seam joins.
56: Snip into seam allowance of slight curve at neckline front.
57: Fold lining to inside through neck.
58: Check that all is lying nice and flat around neck, shoulder and back. If not 
 go back in and trim away seam allowances as needed.
59: Press carefully from lining side.
60: Fold up waist seam allowances into bodice.

61: Fold down lining and pin around CFs 
 and waist.

62: Sew by hand using a small whipstitch.

Finishing	the	armhole

63: Using tacking thread around armhole 
 on outer and pencil line on lining as a 
 guide snip into seam allowances of 
 outer and lining parts.

64: Turn edges in and pin.
65: Sew together all around the armhole with a whipstitch to finish.

Assembly 8 



Assembly 9 

  and finally, 
66: Mark placement of eyelet holes as indicated on pattern.

67: Either use small brass eyelets and 
 follow manufacturer’s instructions.

or Make holes with an awl by pushing fibres 
 apart and make a handsewn eyelet hole.

or Sew brass eyes inside centre front opening 
 to create a more discreet internal lacing.

or Sew hooks and eyes inside centre front opening.

This	original	pattern	was	created	for	Historic	Royal	Palaces	by	Stephanie	Selmayr	of	Past	Pleasures	Ltd.


